Homes Townhouse renovation

Homes Contemporary interior

at a glance
Names Craig Lowery and
Carol Damp Lowery
Ages Both 60
Location Toronto, Canada
Property Brick period townhouse
Bedrooms 3 Bathrooms 3
Project started January 2006
Project finished October 2013
Size of house 204sqm
Total cost CAD$1,759,144
(approx £985,332)

The best things

come in threes
When Craig and Carol Damp Lowery took on their Edwardian-era semi in Toronto, Canada, their vision
for its future was for space and light, achieved through the crowning glory of its trio of large dormers
Words Sue Herdman Photography James Brittain

C

raig Lowery and his wife Carol are patient
people. They had always sought to live in a
particular area in downtown Toronto, and took
their time looking for the perfect house. ‘We
wanted something urban but attractive, in the right street –
and we wanted a project,’ says Craig. Now in banking, Craig
had once been an architect, and this background was to
inform not only the choice of house, but what they planned
to do to it, too. First, though, they had to find a property.
The ideal project – a semi-detached traditional home –
eventually came on the market in October 2005. Situated in
the leafy street they loved, it needed extensive renovation.
The house, built in 1913 of locally-made mellow red bricks,
was typical of its time with a front living room and a bigger
living area with a bijou kitchen leading off it at the back,
and several small bedrooms upstairs. Little had been altered
since the Sixties. ‘It was the sort of house,’ says Carol, a
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physiotherapist, ‘from which we could create something
from nothing.’ The couple liked the orientation of the
property: ‘north-south, so good light’ says Craig. ‘We liked
its depth and width too. It also had a nice garden plot and a
garage behind the house which, in this part of Toronto, is
like gold dust. Those were the redeeming features. The rest
had to be ripped out and the house gutted.’
The couple sold their existing property, rented an
apartment and Craig drew up plans. ‘I was thinking that
this would be a swift renovation. Oh, how uninformed I
was,’ he says now, with a smile. The project was actually to
take some seven years, in which time they would buy and
sell another apartment, and have to allow for the recession
which slowed the process further. ‘Happily, at the start, we
didn’t know how long it was going to be, but we did know
we’d hit an early challenge. There was a huge maple tree
on one of the property lines and, due to conservation

this picture Bold
dormer extensions
have transformed the
property, providing
more living space
and a small balcony
at the rear
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this picture Elegant
conical pendant
lights link the
dining and kitchen
areas; the open-plan
space is perfect for
entertaining

this picture A walnut
dining table, which
extends to seat extra
guests, contrasts with
the handleless oak
wall cabinets

above The living
area opens on to a
decked terrace with
outdoor sofas that
complement those
inside. Carol says: ‘I
wanted a traditional
feel, but with a
contemporary take.
The leather chairs
are so comfortable,
yet sleek in
appearance, too’
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issues, we had to obtain planning permission to work
around it, to ensure its root system would be protected.
Gaining that consent took a year.’
During that time, Craig realised that some elements
of his original plan weren’t to his liking. Then, adjustments
made and with the tree taken into account, a storm howled
through the area causing several branches to fall and damage
the house next door. The neighbours were not happy; the
tree had to come down. It all took more time. With no tree,
however, the plans could change again, for the better. ‘But I
realised that I no longer had the time, energy or, really, the
knowledge to continue with the project,’ says Craig, ‘so we
brought in an architectural practice to help.’
The couple had heard of the award-winning Superkül,
which is based in Toronto and known for its work on
everything from family dwellings to large commercial
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buildings. ‘It’s architects were working on a property in the
same street,’ says Carol, ‘so we knew they would have
empathy with our type of house and its environment.’
The two described the vision they had for their
renovation to Superkül; their project architect was to be
Anya Moryoussef. ‘I used words such as sand, sea, air, earth
and sky,’ says Carol. ‘It was elements of all those that
I wanted to feel in my home. I needed to be able to see
the sky and feel the flow of air throughout.’ The two also
wished, as Craig describes, for something open, so no small
rooms. The look was to be ‘contemporary, crisp, with very
little ornamentation – yet not bland. We wanted wood
and warmth, good cabinetry, a functional basement and,
importantly, a connection between the outdoors and in.’
Superkül’s plans included opening all those small spaces,
changing Craig’s original position for the kitchen, and

‘We wanted a
big, sociable
space where
Craig, who’s head
chef, can prepare
food and be with
guests at the
same time’
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this picture
Craig and Carol
had the walnut
bed custommade. Above
the headboard
is a niche for
treasured family
pictures
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Everything is
designed to be as
simple as possible
in the bathroom,
with built-in oak
cupboards for
storage, and a view
over the garden
from the shower
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this picture
Carol has used vibrant rugs
throughout the house and the
one in grown-up daughter
Claire’s room on the top floor
is one of her favourites
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creating three oversized dormer windows (from which
the house has taken its name) at the front, back and side.
From within each of these the house, as Moryoussef says,
‘feels as if it hovers in the trees’. They also bring extra space
and light to the property.
In addition Superkül designed a light well in the centre of
the house to stream daylight from the roof down to the
basement. ‘We love the process of a project like this,’ Carol
and Craig say, ‘but it gets really good when elements such as
the light well, which feels like a big atrium, emerge.’
The house was taking form, with smooth wooden floors
throughout. The lower-ground floor was to be both
beautiful and useful and now contains a laundry room,
a guest bathroom and one of Carol and Craig’s favourite
spaces, the media room, with its huge television screen,
rug and soft furniture.
Above lies the ground floor, with its beautifully crafted,
handleless entrance hall cupboards, a built-in seat and
opaque glass screen, which divides the space from the
dining area on the other side. This whole floor is about flow.
The dining space leads to the kitchen, which in turn segues
to the living area, with huge windows out on to the deck
and garden. ‘We wanted a big, sociable space here,’ says
Carol, ‘where Craig, who’s head chef, can prepare food and
be with guests at the same time.’
An exquisitely crafted oak staircase (which took a month
to install) leads up to the second floor where the couple have
positioned their master bedroom and bathroom, a walk-in
wardrobe and, one of Craig’s especially favoured rooms, the
library. ‘We love books’ the pair admit. Although Craig had
handed the planning over to Superkül, he was still very much
involved with placement. ‘Our bathroom was to have the tub
along the back wall,’ he says, ‘but I could see that situating
the shower there, with its window looking down into the
garden, would work better, so we had it switched around.’
Upstairs on the second floor are a further two bedrooms,
one of which is reserved for Carol and Craig’s grown-up
daughter Claire when she comes to stay. Claire’s belongings,
including family pieces of Royal Doulton and her childhood
books, fit neatly into clever shelving made to sit under the
eaves of the house. Carol has indulged her love of rugs here,
as she has throughout the property, choosing pieces from
The Rug Company to add colour and pattern to the decor. ‘I
love the textural feel that rugs bring to a room,’ she says.
The pair have learned new things throughout this project.
‘For instance, if you have a lot of one wood, as we have oak,
think hard about which woods you put with it,’ says Carol.
‘We were advised by Deborah Wang, who does design at
Superkül, to have a touch of walnut with the oak – and it
works beautifully.’
For both Carol and Craig, the project, which they say
naturally went over budget, was worth every penny. ‘We’re
in an urban setting, but we’re in touch with nature. We can
sense the storms, be warmed by the sun and enjoy the great
views from the top floor over the treetops, including that of
the city skyline. Each space is magical.’ Worth the sevenyear wait? ‘Oh definitely,’ the two smile. ‘Our last house
project took fifteen years. You just have to be patient.’
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Style
finder

Copy Craig and Carol’s style for
a simple and sleek interior
Compiled by Sophie Vening

Cross design Klas Red Runner rug in plastic
(H90xW70cm), £57, also available in three
other sizes, Pappelina at Cloudberry Living
(0330 123 3301; cloudberryliving.co.uk)

Soft seating Divine footstool in handcrocheted polypropylene in anthracite grey
(H35xW55xD55cm), £270, Cane-line at Go
Modern (020 7731 9540; gomodern.co.uk)

Interactive

image
gallery

Download the
GD app

above
The library is
Craig’s ‘dream
room’, and is a
space for work
and relaxation
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Suppliers

PROJECT TEAM
Architect Anya Moryoussef at
Superkül (+1 416 596 0700; superkul.
ca) Structural engineer Hamann
Engineering Structural Consultants
(+1 416 391 1676) Builder SCE
Construction (+1 416 236 0276;
sceconstruction.com)
STRUCTURE
Windows and doors Radiant City (+1
416 531 1743) Cladding HardiePanel
by James Hardie (hardieboard.ca)
Staircase The Stonestreet Carpentry
Company (+1 416 720 5856;
stonestreetcarpentry.com)
FIXTURES & FITTINGS
Pendant lights Metalarte (+34 93 846
6909; metalarte.com) Fireplace
Designed by Superkül (as before)
Kitchen cabinets Designed by Superkül
(as before); made by Neff Kitchens
(0344 892 8989; neff.co.uk) Flooring
Riff cut white oak sourced by Superkül
(as before) Stone tiles Stone Tile (+1
416 515 9000; stone-tile.com) Taps
Grohe (0871 200 3414; grohe.co.uk)
FURNITURE & ACCESSORIES
Sofa Linteloo (+31 30 212 2110;
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linteloo.nl) Living room chairs
Frigerio Salotti (+39 036 234 3666;
frigeriosalotti.it) Side table Zeitraum
(+49 8171 418 130; zeitraum-moebel.
de) Ottoman stools Ivano Redaelli
(+39 031 607 336; ivanoredaelli.it) Rugs
The Rug Company (020 7908 9990;
therugcompany.com) Coffee table
customised by Superkül (as before)
from Style Garage (+1 416 534 4343;
stylegarage.com) Dining table Arco
(+31 543 546 098; arco.nl/en) Dining
chairs Zeitraum (as before) Armchairs
in dining room Montis (+31 162 377
777; montis.nl) Roller blinds Solarfective
(+1 416 421 3800; solarfective.com)
Kitchen stools Arper (+39 0422 7918;
arper.com) Bed Akroyd Furniture (akroyd
furniture.ca) Library chairs Montis (as
before) Ottoman in library Mossi at
Avenue Road (+1 416 548 7788;
avenue-road.com) Library side table
Gervasoni (+39 0432 656 611;
gervasoni1882.it/en) Floor/desk lamp
Flos (020 7681 9933; flos.com) Desk
chair Herman Miller (0845 226 7202;
hermanmiller.co.uk) Outdoor furniture
Dedon (+49 41 3122 4470; dedon.de);
Tribu (tribu.com/en)

Conical shape May Day suspension light in
polypropylene (H53xDiameter22cm), £84, Flos
at Amara (0800 587 7645; amara.com)

Tub chair Oslo armchair (H78xW80x
D73cm), £1,590, Muuto at Twentytwentyone
(020 7288 1996; twentytwentyone.com)

Floral textile Anemone cushion in linen/
vicose (H45xW45cm), £70, Bluebellgray at
Occa-Home (0330 363 0330; occa-home.co.uk)

